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072-246-2070

Simcha Stream enables your family and friends to be part of your event even if they can’t
physically be there. Using the latest technology and equipment, Simcha Stream broadcasts your
event live on the internet in Full HD quality via a secure website using bonding technology over
multiple internet connections. This allows your loved ones to watch your event from their
home, office, or anywhere with internet access. Our team of network engineers and
professional videographers capture the event and enable those watching to feel as if they are
right there beside you. Our staff escorts you though the entire process and provides all the
technology and services necessary to broadcast your event as well as recording the event for
those who were unable to watch it live.

The process is as easy as 1-2-3:

1 – After reserving the wedding date with Simchastream, you will receive an
internet link in order to send out to your family and friends.

2 – When your guests click on the link using a Computer or Tablet they will be
forwarded to the site where your wedding will be broadcasted.

3 – Drink a L’Chaim to the bride and groom.
In case of any technical difficulties the viewer can call or chat with our network center.
As part of simchastream’s advancements in order to bring the wedding to your family abroad,
we have created a solution in which we can bring your family abroad to the wedding. Having 2
way video allows your family to be seen at the wedding hall itself in order to have direct
conversations with your family.
What makes us the primary choice both by private and public customers is the quality of our service and
our wide variety of options which can keep a low budget event even for personal usage. Our broadcasts
can be done from low-res HD (480p) up to 1080p FULL HD (high res) while keeping the prices down in
order not to go over a budget.
We will work with you in order to fulfill your needs with keeping the costs on the lowest possibility
without effecting the quality.
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What are the different packages? (prices in NIS)
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(FULLHD)

(FULLHD)
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1800

2500

3200
550

Bedekin + Chupa + Post
Chupa
First Dance
Second Dance

Broadcasting time
(hours)
HD Quality
Networks
Online HD Archive
Downloadable file
Redundancy
2 way video
Price
Additional Hour

Since broadcasting is all about internet network’s all our packages include:
 Professional Videographer using the newest and most advanced Full-HD Camera
 On site Network Engineer – As internet networks can be very unstable we have an
onsite Network engineer to overcome any obstacle or any network related issue to
ensure a steady broadcast at the highest bitrate.
 Network Operating Center / Technical support for your viewers – In case your viewer
is having a problem we have support reps at our network center who are also
monitoring the broadcast.
These 3 staff members are essential for every broadcast, from the smallest event to the
biggest event.
Payment:
25% upon reservation of a specific date the rest shall be paid on the day of the event
Payment can be made by check, Cash, or Credit Card (Charged by 1uniphone in Michigan).
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PLEASE CHECK OUR WEBSITE’s FAQ PAGE!
All packages include: Archived video on our website, Full technical support, Online Chat.
Please contact us for prices on our edited versions of the event (IE highlights etc.)
All Events:
Transportation and parking fee (depending on the area where the event is being held)
Jerusalem & Tel Aviv area – 150 NIS (tax included) + parking fee - if any
If travel necessitates overnight travel, lodging must be provided
Prices are not including 17% VAT which are added to all charges unless payment is by a US
citizen.
FAQ:
Q: What is the difference between the first and second package?
A: The first package is in lower video quality in order to broadcast in high video quality and to
reach FULLHD we need to utilize more than 4 networks as in Israel the providers don’t allow
such a high amount of bandwidth on one single network. So although you can provide 480p
HD quality using one network we recommend using the second package this way we can
broadcast in higher quality. In addition when using 5 networks we can rely on multiple
networks and we are not limited to a single network, if for any reason some networks are not
working (such as low reception, congestion, or even maintenance on the network) the
broadcast uses other networks without any video loss.
Q: Why do the full hd packages cost more then the regular packages?
A: In order to broadcast in high quality the amount of bandwidth needed is over 4mbits in
Israel a single network can provide up to 1.5 mbits. Therefore we need to use multiple
networks to provide high quality video, the more networks used the more expensive the
broadcast gets. If any provider gives a lower price for HD that should be a red flag as many
networks should be used otherwise this will cause major issues.
Q: What differentiates Simchastream from the other companies?
A: Simchastream is a sub-company of Midabrim Communications a company providing many
communication services such as cellphone rental’s, voice over ip telephone lines, and internet
connections. Being a sub company lets Simchastream use all of its infrastructure including all
the major providers in Israel, the infrastructure is the main key to providing a quality
broadcast. As midabrim requires for all its services we are obligated to provide the best
customer service for the clients we send to each event a videographer, an on-site technician
plus a technician in the monitor center who provides technical support for the viewers and
monitor for any issues. We have been put to the test many times at events where there is no
reception and we were the only company who was able to successfully broadcast from that
location. We work closely with many of the leading event planners in Israel who have
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recommended us for the service and quality that we give their clients. The best
recommendation that we have are the amount of clients that use our service. You can view
our youtube channel to see most of our broadcasts.
Q: What is Redundancy?
A: Redundancy is a networking term in which a device recognizes that a connection it is trying
to use is not working properly and will hop to another connection in order not to lose the
information that it is trying to transfer. This provides 100% guarantee that information
transferred does not get lost.

Testimonials:
Hello Yehuda and Efrayim,
I just wanted to thank you for a superb job webstreaming my daughter’s wedding. It brought such nachas to my
mother in the States who was able to send the link to all of her friends and have them watch it live from the
comfort of their own living rooms. Then, they called her to discuss, and she felt almost as good as if she had been
their herself…if not better because she didn’t have to suffer the displacement and jetlag. Not only was the quality
of your broadcast excellent, but your service oriented attitude – and real wish to please – made it such a pleasure
to have you at the simcha. Instead of feeling an adversarial attitude that you were a vendor I had to “deal with” to
be sure I got I paid for, I felt that you were a caring friend who was interested in doing the best job possible…and
then some. You stayed around to film the couples entrance and initial dance with the parents. I was so surprised
when my mother told me that, as I hadn’t even realized! And that was after I paid you!
Please feel free to use me as a reference for anyone!
Thanks for everything, and may we continue to share simachos, Yonina Shineweather
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